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ABSTRACT

Cyclic deformation of polycrystalline copper has been studied for two decades. However,
the reported results are quite controversial over the plateau behavior, which has been well
established for copper single crystals. The absence of complete and reliable results on the
effects of the grain size on the cyclic behavior for poiycrystalline copper determines the
main objective of the present study, which was conducted in an attempt to address the
reason for the existing scatter in the literatw.

The grain size effect on low cycle fatigue (LCF) behavior of copper polycrystals was
studied at room temperature under symmetric tensionîompression cycling at constant
total strain amplitude control with a low constant plastic strain rate. Sets of specimens
with different grain sizes were cyclically tested. over a range of plastic strain from 5% 1O"
to 5x 10". up to saturation. The obtained saturation stresses were plotted as a function of
corresponding plastic strain amplitudes to obtain a cyclic stress strain curve (CSSC) for
each grain size. Finally, al1 the cycled specimens were sectioned and cut longitudinally in
the mid-section of the specimens to produce samples for rnicroscopic investigation.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was conductrd on the etched samples for the
evidence of persistent slip bands (PSBs).

Investigation of the influence of grain size on the cyclic responsc: of 22pm-,3 5 p - and
100p-grained copper polycrystals exhibits strong differences, although al1 of hem
exhibit three regions of cyclic haniening in common. Except at very low plastic

xiii

amplitude, where difference in saturation stress is unclear, smaller-grained polycrystals
exhibit higher stress value over the range of the plastic amplitude at which the LCF was
conducted. A tendency of interception of the CSS curves at high plastic amplitude
suggests that grain size might lose effect at higher plastic strain. The obtained CSS curves
al1 reveal quasi-plateau behaviors. However, the quasi-plateaus for different-grained
materials show difference in slope. location and extension. SEM investigation indicates
grain size effect on occurrence of PSBs in amount, rate and location, which determine the
different characteristics of quasi-plateau regions for different grain sizes.

The obtained cyclic properties and obscrved microstructure development were correlated
by introducing a realistic grain mode1 and explained in light of previous work by M. N.

Bassim and C. D. Liu at the University of Manitoba.

xiv

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Fatigue is the failure phenornenon of a material under cyclic loading and deformation.
Under a repeatedly applied cyclic deformation, fracture is produced by strain amplitude
that is far below the strain associated with fracture under a monotonic loading. Fatigue is
a major cause of failure of structures and components and is becoming more and more
critical due to increasing demand for high strength materials and the introduction of new
materials whose mechanical response is not well understood.
Over the later part of the present century, the work on fatigue has covered the fracture
aspects, Le., crack propagation and fracture mechanics. This research has been extremely
valuable in diagnostics, failure analysis and in the fracture control of structures. However
much of this work has been canied out from an engineering point of view and less
attention has been given to the basic mechanisms of fatigue. It is recognized that without
a fiindamental understanding of such basic processes, designing structures with higher
safety would be difficult.

The fatigue process is completely dominated by cyclic plastic deformation, which causes
irreversible changes in the material microstructure. In general, the fatigue process can be
divided into three stages: fatigue hardening andor sofiening, microcrack nucleation, and
crack propagation [l]. The final stage has received the most attention and can be
considered to be well established. On the other hand, the first two stages, where most of
the fatigue problems in many types of structure, have received less attention and there are
still a lot of unsolved problems.

During the last three decades a group of worken in the research community has started to
approach the fatigue problem fiom a different point of view and has established the new
field of cyclic deformation. In this field, the dislocation behavior and the mechanism of
cyclic deformation, including the role of microstructure in controlling cyclic stress-strain
response, have been studied, focusing especially on the eariy stages, which are critical for
predicting fatigue life of materials.

Since early 70s there have k e n a nurnber of studies dealing with the cyclic stress-strain
behavior of pure metals and alloys. Most of them were on single crystals because it is
helpful to understand basic fatigue beliavior. Throughout those investigations
understanding of phenornena, such as cyclic response and corresponding mechanism. has
been achieved. Over the past two decades the cyclic deformation behavior of
polycrystalline materials has also k e n studied. However, investigations have given rise
to a considerable scatter in the reported results. In order to provide some answers to the
understanding of the behavior of material under cyclic deformation, the present study
investigates the grain size effect on low cycle fatigue behavior of polycrystalline copper.

Chapter 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter reviews major features of the cyclic deformation of copper single and
polycrystals that were reported in the literature. The influence of parameters such as
testing mode, testing frequencies or strain rates and grain size on the cyclic response,
strain localization and the associated dislocation structures of copper, are provided.

2.1 CYCLIC DEFORMATION OF COPPER SINGLE CRYSTAL

Under application of cyclic load or strain, an annealed single crystal shows an initial
period of cyclic hardening, followed by sofiening, and finally a steady state of
deformation referred to as cyclic saturation [2-91. The phenornenon of saturation is due to
revenible processes involving defect production and annihilation. The saturation values
of stress or strain depend on the particular applied plastic strain or stress amplitudes

respectively, and used to define the cyclic stress-strain c w e (CSSC). The final stages of
cycling include fatigue crack initiation, propagation and the final failure.

The CSS curve of copper single crystal is well-known for having three clearly defined
regions as given in Figure 2.1. The three regions are directly related to different
dislocation arrangements and therefore different hardening behaviors.

The fist region, A (A&,,J2<6x lu5),is a rapid hardening stage and has been s h o w to be
due to accumulation of edge dislocation dipoles. At very low amplitudes, the basic

Figure 2.1 CSSC of copper single crystal nt constant strain
amplitude, frorn Rcf. [8]

element of the dislocation structures consists of dipole bundles, which have been named
unit loop patches [IO]. At higher amplitudes, larger loop patches of primary edge
dislocations (Fig.2.2a) are the characteristic dislocation arrangement for the whole range

and are known as matrix stnicturc. Higher plastic deformation, within the region, causes a
denser matrix structure and higher saturation stresses.

At plastic strain amplitudes above 6 x l0'*,the saturation stress is constant over a wide
range. This intermediate region B is called plateau stage and extends up to plastic strain

amplitudes of 7 . 5 lu3.
~ The onset of the plateau is marked by the formation of persistent
slip bands (PSBs). After PSB formation, the deformation is no longer homogeneous, and
the matrix structure breaks down local1y into the well-known laddrr structure of the PSBs
(Fig. Z.Zb), which behave as channels where large amounts of strain are concentrated [ I l 151. As the strain amplitude increases along the plateau, the PSB volume fraction

increases linearly up to shear strain of 7% ~ O " ( ~ i ~ 2.3),
u r e where the specimen is filled
completely with PSBs (2.2~).In plateau region, the saturation stress, which is mainly
govemed by the PSBs, remains almost constant.

In region C, the saturation stress increases with increasing plastic strain amplitude.
Occurrence of work hardening in the specimens filled entirely with PSBs is related to
new structural changes in the dislocation arrangements. The deformation becomes more
homogeneous and a mixed wall-ceIl structure (Fig. 2.2d) is observed, which is
characterized by increasing amounts of secondary slip (enhanced multiple slip) and
decreasing wall spacing as shear strain amplitude is increased.

6 x lodS.
?rimary dipole v e i n s .

a ) Range A : y p l

C)

End of plateau
Primary d i p o l e

:

+

b,

y p l < 7.5 x 10b) Range B : 6 x
Primary d i p o l a r wa115 of PSBs in matrix of primary d i p o l e v e i n s .

7 . 5 ~ 1 0 ' ~ . d) Range C :

> 7 . 5 x 10-j.

walls and cells.

Figure 2.2 Dislocation evolution in copper single ctystal, from Ref. (81

Figure 2.3 Volume fraction of PSRs as a function of plastic strain

amplitude in copper single crystals, from Ref. 181

2.2 CYCLIC DEFORMATION OF COPPER POLYCRYSTALS

During the last two decades, cyclic defocmation of copper polycrystals has k e n studied
extensively [16- 401. However, investigations into the CSSCs of copper polycrystals have
given rise to a considerable scatter in the reported results. The scatter has arisen over
whether or not the CSSCs for copper polycrystais can be correlated with that for copper
single crystal. The main controversy concentrates on whether or not there is a plateau in
the CSSC of copper polycrystals. There are many factors thnt could be considered as

possible causes for this scatter such as testing mode, microstructure, sirain rate of testing,
chemical composition and previous history. Thus, in this section, the previous work will
be reviewed not only on results but also on the test conditions including the above

mentioned factors.

2.2.1 Cyclic stressitnin curves (C.S.S.C) in copper polycrystals

It is well established that there exists a plateau region in cyclic stress-strain cuve for
copper single crystal. In the past two decades, studies on the understanding of cyclic

response in copper polycrystals were camed out to compare with that of single crystal,
especiaily in the plateau region. There has k e n a controversy about the existence of such
a stage in the C.S.S.C of polycrystalline copper.

2.2.1.1 Plateau behavior in c o ~ w-wlvctvstals
r - -

Rasmussen and Pedersen [17] claimed a plateau in copper polycrystals fatigued in
tensiontompression at room temperature. The polycrystals tested had a grain size of
1 S O p . The test was performed under constant strain amplitude control. A frequency of

0.25Hzwas kept constant throughout the entire test. Figure 2.4 shows the C.S.S.C
obtained from his study. For cornparison, a C.S.S.C for single crystal was also given.

They concludcd that both monocrystallinc and polycrystalline copper showed a plateau,
although the plateau for the polycrystals extended to plastic shear strain amplitude of
only 1O", which is lower than the value of 7 . 5 1~0" for the single crystal.

Figueroa et al. [18] studied the cyclic response of copper polycrystals under conventional
strain and load control tests, where a constant frequency of lOHz was used in the plastic

range from 10" to IO'*. They reported that strain control curve did not show a tme
plateau. However, as can be seen in Figure 2.5, the stress control C.S.S.C tends strongly
to a plateau (at about 7OMpa).

Kuokkala et al. [20] claimed a very horizontal plateau in his study in Zmm-grained
specimens tested under constant plastic strain control. Figure 2.6 shows the C.S.S.C
obtained in the study, it can been seen that the plateau extends through a range of plastic
shear strain amplitudes fiom 4 x 104 to lu3, which is shorier than that of copper

monocrystal.

Figure 2.4 CSSC for 150pm-graincd copper tested under constant strain
amplitude control with a constant low frcqucncy, from Ref. 1171

Figure 2.5 CSSC for copper polycrystals under various modes
of control, from Ref. 1181
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Figure 2.6 CSSC for Zmm-graincd copper cycle undcr constant strain

amplitude control, from Ref. 1201

.

Liu and Bassim [23,32] reported a plateau-like behavior in their study on cyclic response

of copper polycrystals. The materiai used was 99.4% pure copper with a grain size of
42pm. The test was conducted at room temperature under syrnmetric tension-

compression fatigue at constant total strain amplitude control with an approximate
.
2.7 shows the resulting C.S.S.C, where exhibits
constant plastic strain rate of 1 0 ~ Figure

three reyions of cyclic hardening. A plateau-like region, where the stresses show a slow
constant increase, is observed in the plastic strain range of 1 . 5 10'~
~ to 7 . 5 1~ 0 ~ .

Mughrabi and Wang [19] studied and discussed the cyclic behavior of polycrystalline
copper under strain control over a range of plastic deformation amplitudes covering six
orders of magnitude. The spcimens used have a grain size of 1Sm, which is considered
very small. The test was perfomed using incremental step method. They noted four

different regimes where the fourth one is at very high amplitude of plastic deformation
(Figure 2.8). It can be seen that the second region also shows a plateau-like behavior
where the stresses increase slowly than those in the other regions.

2.2.1.3 Non-dateau behavior in C.S.S.C for coD-wr ~olvcrystals

A cyclic stress strain curve s h o w in Figure 2.9 was reported by Polak and Klesnil[26].

Their resuit was obtained by testing 30p-grained specimens under strain amplitude
control with a constant strain rate of 2 x 1Wls. They claimed two distinct regions in the
curve and slope of the curve suddenly changes at plastic strain amplitude value of 7x 1O".

Figure 2.7 CSSC for JZprn-grrined copper cycled under constant strrin
control with r constant low plastic strain rate, from Ref. 1231

Figure 2.8 CSSC for 25pm-gruincd coppcr cyclcd orcr u widc range

of plastic strain amplitudes, from Ref. [19)

Lukas and Kunz [28] found a non-plateau behavior in 1.2mm- and 7Ourn-grained (Figure
2.10) copper ploycrystals, respectively. The test was performed under total strain

amplitude control with a frequency of about IOOHz,which is considered very high.

2.2.2 Cyclic mode and strain rate effect on the cyclic behavior of polycrystalliae

copper

Only a few papers have been published on the effects of cycling mode on the C.S.S.C of
copper polycrystals. In contrast to the tension test, fatigue can be conducted in many
different ways, which may be one of the factors causing the scatter in the literature. The
most cornmon ways are: constant stress amplitude tests (load control). increasing stress
amplitude tests (ramp-loading method), incremental-stmin step control, decrementalstrain step control and constant total or plastic strain amplitude tests (strain control).

Figueroa et al. [18] found that if polycrystalline copper was cycled under load control.
there is a plateau behavior at stress values of 70Mpa approximately. On the other hand, if
the tests were performed in strain control the plateau behavior was not observed, even
though a change in dope occurred at a stress value of 64 Mpa.

History effects in the cyclic response of copper polycrystals, in terms of variable
amplitude testing, were studied by Liu and Bassim [30]. The experimental result (Figure

2.1 1) shows the specimens tested at incremental strain amplitudes have the

same stress as at conventional constant strain amplitude. However, the specimens tested

Figure 2.9 CSSC for 3Opm-graincd coppcr cyclcd undcr strain control

with a constant high strain rate, from Ref. [26)

Figurc2.lO CSSC for fine-grained and coarse-graincd copper, from Rcf. (281

at decremental strain amplitude have a history effect on the saturation stress as compared
with those at constant strain amplitudes control.

Neumann et al. [41] has suggested that the observation of strain instabilities occuming
during cyclic hardening associated with localization of defonnation, is related to the slow
increase of the stress amplitude during his unique method of reaching saturation (ramploading method). Yan et al. have found that the cyclic deformation tends to be more
strongly localized than in tests at constant amplitude if the tests are initiated by the ramploading method used by Neumann et al..

Mayer and Laird [38] studied influence of cyclic fiequency on strain localization and
cyclic defonnation in copper fatigue. In their study three frequencies were employed: 0.5.

2 and 8 Hz. They claimed that there is significant effect of the frequency on cyclic
response, and, of course, the microstructures. They found that occurrence of persistent
slip bands, which would affect cyclic response, is more pronounced at low cyclic
fiequency than at high frequency.

Yan et al. [42,43] also investigated frrpwncy effect on cyclic behavior. The test mode
used was load control; and two different frequencies, 2 and 34 Hz, were used. They found
that the copper cycled at 2Hz formed persistent slip bands (PSBs)quickly and showed a

higher plastic strain than that cycled at 34Hz.These results suggest that PSBs nucleate
more easily at lower loading fiequencies.

Figurc 2.1 1 Satu rnted stresses of polycrystrllinc coppcr undcr various

modes of control, from Ref. 1301

Furthemore, even using the sarne cyclic mode there are some dispute among the authors.
In general, they relate to the use of different testing machines and experimental
conditions.

2.2.3 Grain size effect on the cyclic behavior of polycrystalline,copper

There are observations that indicate a role of grain size in the cyclic behavior of
polycrystalline materials: 1) fatigue cracks have frequently been found to lie in or near
grain boundaries [44]; 2) fatigue life is sometimes lengthened by a reduction in grain size
[45l

Mughrabi et al. [46,47] studied the influence of grain size on the fatigue behavior of
copper polycrystals and found that a reduced grain size leads to an.increased number of
cycles to fracture, the effect being more pronounced at low strain amplitudes. They
explained that intergranular fatigue crack initiation occun commonly in the high-cycle
fatigue range as a result of PSBs impinging on grain boundaries (GBs) and that PSB-GB
cracking is more effective for larger grain size.

A s w e y of the literature shows that grain size effects in cyclic deformation are scarce

and controversial. Mulliner et al. [27] studied the effect of grain size and test fiequency

on the fatigue behavior of copper polycrystals. The tests were run under constant total
strain control witb fiequencies of lOOHz and 20H2,on specimens with grain sizes of
2 5 p , 7 0 p , 3 5 0 p and 9 0 0 p (Figure 2.12). They concluded that finer grained

specimens have a fatigue limit of 58Mpa, which is larger than that for a coarser-grained
material. niere was no plateau in anyone of the C.S.S curves. However, it seems that

grain size has an effect on slopes of the curves.

Pedersen [24] also observed a typical grain size effect in cyclic response for copper
polycrystals (Figure 2.13). The test was performed under constant plastic strain control
with a frequency of 1Hz, on the specimens with grain sizes of 85pm and 190pm.The

results seem to reveal a small systematic increase of the saturation stress as the grain size
decrease from 1 9 0 to~ 8 5 ~He. also indicated that this trend continues as the grain
size is furiher reduced to 50pm.Higher saturation stress amplitude related to smaller
grain sizes in cyclic deformation have been also reported in a brass [48] and nickel (491.

Lukas and Kunz [29] found that cyclic behavior of copper depended on grain size.
However the result (Figure 2.14) shows an untypical grain size effect and no plateau
behavior is observed for both grain sizes, which are 1.2mm and 70um respectively. The
test was carried out under strain amplitude control; the frequency used was 100Hz.

Buchinger and Laird [50] basing their study on previous data, atternpted to analyze the
cyclic behavior of copper polycrystals in terms of ûue grain size but found that the

reports of grain size were too unreliable to do so.

Figure 2.12 G r a i n s k e dependence o f CSSC f o r polycrystalline copper
tested various frequencies, f r o m Ref. 1271

Data

Grain

Figure 2.13 A typical grain size effcct in CSS responsc for copper
oolvcrvstals. from Ref. 1241

2.2.4 Dislocation structures observation in copper polyc ystab

Most of the above mentioned investigations focused not only on the determination of the
cyclic stress-strain curve, but also on the analysis of associated rnicrostnictures, Le.,
dislocation structures, persistent slip bands.

Figure 15 shows a schematic representation of the dislocation structures present at
saturation in the low amplitude fatigue of copper as a function of testing mode. In

general, in terms of stage to stage in the C.S.S.C, the dislocation structures of
polycrystals are much more complicated than those for single crystals. The differences in
dislocation structure between tests on stress and strain control were interpreted in ternis
of behavior at the onset of cycling. In stress control the high initial strains excite multiple
slip, whereas in strain control, the slow build up of the stress enhances single slip
behavior.

The dislocation structures of strain-control tested polycrystals with small grain size was
studied by Liu and Bassim [23,32,64]. Based on their investigation, they found that the
dislocation evolution could be characterized in terms of different regimes in the C.S.S.C
obtained fiom tested 42.5um-grained specimens [Fig. 2.16a-dl:

w m e 1: formation of loop patches (Fig. 2.16a) including cylindrical, irregular and
cellular in shape.
Re~imeII: persistent slip bands (Fig. 2.16b) fom fiom the loop patches in some grains.

Figure 2.14 An untypical grain size eflect in CSS response for
copper polycrystals, from Ref. 1291
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Figure 2.15 Schematic representation of the dislocation structures present nt
saturation in low amplitude fatigued copper, from Ref. [181

Renirne III: the dislocation structures are dominated by dipolar walls (Fig. 2.16~).In
addition, labyrinth structures are also formed in this region. The dipolar walls become
denser and sharper in image as the applied strain increases. At strain closes to the upper
end, the dipolar walls become more ce11 shaped (Fig. 2.16d).

Moreover. Liu and Bassim compared dislocation structures in single crystal. coarsegrained polycrystals and small- grained polycrystals. They concluded that the evolution
of dislocation structure under cyclic loading in coarse-grained (grain size > 1OOum)
copper, which is very similar to that in copper single crystal, is different fiom that in finegrained polycrystals.

2.2.5 Persistent slip bands (PSBs)

Persistent slip bands generally form on polished surfaces of single crystal and
polycrystals of ductile metals and alloys during low amplitude cyclic deformation. The
early work of Thomson et al. [5 1,521on polished surfaces of polycrystals and single
crystals of copper showed that fatigue cracks start in PSB's and then gradually spread
throughout the material. Lately, the understanding of the structure and behavior of PSB's
has k e n greatly clarified by work on single crystals as reviewed by Brown [53] and

Mughrabi [8]. The main implication of the single crystal work is that persistent slip is not
confined to the metal surface. The ladder-like structure of PSB's takes place in the
interior materials, which indicates that persistent slip is a bulk phenomenon in single
crystals.

(a\

Formation of l o o ~
~atches

(c) Dipolar wall structure

(b) PSBs fom from the loop patches

(d) Ce11 structure

Figure 2.16 Dislocation evolution in polycrystalline copper, from Ref. 164)

More recently, investigations on persistent slip bands in polycrystals have proved that it
is also a bulk phenornenon in copper polycrystals (Figure 17a-b). Liu and Bassim [23,64]
observed the initial occurrence of persistent slip band at the onset of the quasi-plateau in
the C.S.S curve obtained fiom the study on 42pm-grained copper polycrystals and the
amount of PSB's increases alone the quasi-plateau region. They also observed that even
at the upper end of the quasi-plateau the volume friction of PSB's is less than IO0',

which

implies that the major contribution to the saturation stress is the bulk matrix around the

PSB's. Therefore they concluded that the saturation stress in polycrystals is govemed not
only by the PSBs but also by the matrix in the quasi-plateau region.

The importance of study on occurrence of PSB's also lies on the prediction of fatigue Me.

It is established that the fatigue failure at low amplitude of stress or strain arises from the
growth of microcracks nucleated in PSBs at the surface [54,55] and there is no
mechanism for fracture if PSBs are absent, Therefore, the existence of threshold
amplitude below which the PSBs do not f o m implies that the material exhibits a fatigue
limit. In copper single crystal, the onset of the plateau indicates the occurrence of PSBs,
so the corresponding strain or stress would be treated as fatigue limit. In copper
polycrystals, where the presence of a plateau is still unclear, the fatigue limit would be
determined by a stress or a strain below which PSBs do not occur.

(a) PSB embedded in a vein structure

(b) PSB fomed at interface between two
veins

Figure 2.17 T h e bulk behnvior of PSBs in polycrystalline copper, from Ref. 1231

2.3 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CYCLIC STRESSES OF
MONO- AND POLYCRYSTALS

In cyclic deformation, as in monotonic deformation, it is common to treat the
deformation of polystals as the average behavior of agglomerate of individual crystallites
and their interaction across the grain boundaries. Thus it is possible to relate the flow

stress of the single crystal to that of the polycrystals by three rnodels: Taylor, Sachs and
the maximum Schmid factor. Ali of them can be formulated as:

Where a = applied normal stress in the polycrystal.
E

= The axial plastic

t = Resaved

strain

shear stress for the single crystal

y = Resolved shear strain for the single crystal

M = Orientation factor, which is 3.06,2.24, and 2 for the Taylor, Sachs and
Schmid factor rnodel respectively, for FCC materiais.

In the Taylor model [56] the following assumptions are made: 1)-compatibility
conditions are fulfilled, 2) the strains are the same in al1 grains and, 3) this uniform strain

equals the macroscopic strain. In order to satisfi these conditions every grain has to
undergo multiple-slip, generally on at least five independent slip systems [57]. Since this

model does not consider differences in stress states across a grain boundary, the
equilibrium conditions are violated. The fact that compatibility conditions are hlfilled
although the equilibrium conditions may be violated gives an upper bound for the yield
stress of the polycrystals [58].

The Sachs mode! [59],on the other hand, assumes that the individual grains deform
independently by single slip on their most highly stressed slip systems. The Sachs model,

in combination with Eshelby's theory of intemal stresses [60], has been popular for
applying to cyclic deformation [17,25,61] because the plastic strain amplitude is small,
compatibility can be accomrnodated elastically, and it is possible for only one slip system
to be active in a grain.

In the maximum Schmid factor approach, it might be considered that plateau behavior
will occur in the cyclic response of polycrystals because two investigations [18.19] found
that the first PSB is formed at the stress given by the maximum Schrnid factor, for tests
under different cyclic conditions.

Kocks has pointed out 1581 that there are compatibility problems about al1 these models

and he concluded that there is no reason why one should ever use an average orientation
factor, that is the mean of the Taylor and Sachs values. Some investigators have searched

the possibility of combining elements fiom the two types of models. Kocks et al. [62]
have proposed a modification to the Taylor model where maintenance of continuity
across individual grains is the essential requirement, instead of simultaneous maintenance

of total continuity. On the other hand, Leffers [63],introduced a modified Sachs mode1
where material continuity is fulfilled via the fùlfillment of rnicroscopic compatibility by

secondary slip.

In contrast to Sachs and Taylor who do not consider the alternative possibilities of single
and multiple slip, Kroner[65] concludes from continuum rnechanics considerations that
small plastic strains can be accomplished compatibly by single slip with some elastic
accomrnodotion, whereas higher strains provoke increasing intemal residual stresses
which enforce multiple slip. This suggests that, for the case of cyclic deformation, single
slip will be possible in most grains with the exception of those orientated favorably with
respect to the stress mis for multiple slip.

2.4 SUMMERY OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW AND THE

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

From the previous review, it can be concluded that the results on low cycle fatigue (LCF)
of polycrystalline copper are different for different investigaton. This might be attributed
to the usage of various test conditions and grain sizes.

LCF study is one of the ongoing researches at the University of Manitoba. C. D. Liu, who
was working with Dr. M. N. Bassim, had conducted a thorough investigation on the

copper polycrystals with a grain size of 42um [23,30-32,641. As a continuity of the

investigation, the test conditions used in the present study are identical to what C. D. Liu
used.

The purpose of the present study is to investigate the grain size effect on the cyclic plastic
stress-strain response of polycrystalline copper and to relate it to the observation of the
persistent slip bands (PSBs).

CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The copper rod stock was machined into cylindrical fatigue specimens. Different heat
treatments were cwried out on the specimens to get different grain sizes. Low cycle
fatigue was conducted using a servo-hydraulic testing machine under constant strain
amplitude control for a variety of strain amplitudes with a constant low strain raie.
Cyclically saturated specimens were later sectioned for microscopic examination and
analysis. This chapter provides the detailed description of the above procedures.

3.1 SPECIMEN PREPARATION

3.1.1 Obtaining Desired Microstructures

3.1 .1.1 Metalloara~hic
Examination

In order to investigate the effect of grain size on the fatigue behavior, a series of grain
sizes ranging from small to large were preferable. Therefore, preliminary heat treatrnents
were conductcd on the received copper to establish the effect of heat treatment
temperature, time and pre-strains on the microstructure of the copper.

Samples for metallographic examination were sectioned fiom the as-received copper rod
using a LEC0 CM-24Acutoff machine. The sectioned samples were subjected to various

heat treatment schemes. The sarnples were then mounted in thermosetting bakelite resin

using a standard Buehler Simplimet II mounting press. Heating and cooling times of
approximateiy 1Srninutes each and a pressure of 5 ksi ensured a good mount. Specimens
were then polished mechanically using abrasive Sic papers on grinding wheels and a

hand grinder table fiom 80 to 1200 grit followed by diamond polishing on polishing
wheels typically up to lpm diamond sluny and even LINDE B alumina abrasive when

for high rnagnification observations and optical metallography. Althoiigh severa!
etchants were tried it was found that an etchani consisted of 5g Fe 0\103),, 25ml HCL
and 70ml water produced the best results.

3.1.1.2 Grain Size Measurement

Grain size measurement was conducted on the polished and etched samples using Leitz
Anal yzer, a programmable optical microscope. Although there are a variety of programs
'

in the analyzer for automatic meûsurement, a manual counting program UMASTM.SIZ
was employed because there was not enough contrast between grain boundaries and

matrix in the copper for automatic counting prognuns.

Average grain sizes were measured using intercept counting with thee line orientations;
five parallel lines per screen, approximately 30 grains per image and over 20 images were
analyzed for each heat treatment condition.

Table 3.1 presents the selected heat treatment schemes and resulting grain sizes.

Desired

Annealing Temp.

Grain Size

be fore Pre-strain

(P)

("C

22

620

35

620

Pre-strain

Annealing

Annealing

Temp.

Time

(O c )

( hour)

1 O0

Table 3.1 Heat Treatments and Resulting Average Grain Sizes

3.1.2 Specimen Geometry

As describeci in Table 3.1,30% plastic pre-strain was necessary to get 22pm- and 35pm-

grained specimens. In order to avoid the effect of the specimen size on testing data. final
specimen dimensions for testing were designed to be identical, which means that two
different specimen geometries were designed for machining. Specimens that did not

require pre-strain would be machined in accordance with ASTM specification E466 [66].
Specimens that needed pre-strained were machined according to the following adjustment

where L' = gauge length according to ASTM specification E466

L = gauge length for matching
x = prcentage of pre-strain.

Assurning no change in volume during plastic deformation the adjusted diameter is
O

btained by :

where r = specimen diameter according to ASTM specification E466
r'= specimen diameter for machining

The required gauge diameter and gauge length were determined, according to ASTM
speci fication E466,to be 6.Srnm and 25mrn, respectively. Figure3.1 and figure 3.2 show

the geometrical dimensions of the specimen before and afler plastic elongation.

3.1.3 Machining

The current low cycle fatigue testing was performed on three different grain sizes
respectively, so the whole copper pieces were divided into three sets. One set was
machined into the specimen geometry indicated in figure 3.1, while the other two sets of
material were machined according to the specimen geometry shown in figure 3.2.

The quality of machining is critically important for the fatigue testing, so it is necessary
to mention several main points for the proper method of machining:

Point 1. A piece of copper with a length of at least 18cm was cut fiom the received rod

stock. Such a longer piece made it possible for a machinist to finish cutting threads on
both sides in one time without detaching the piece from the lathe. In this way, specimen
misalignment, which would cause buckling during a cyclic defomiation, can be avoided.

Point 2. The piece was placed in the lathe and properly adjusted to make sure the whole
piece would not be off center while rotating.

Figure 3.1 Dimension o f specimen before pre-st rain

Figure 3.2 Dimension of specimen alter pro-strain

Point 3. One end of the piece was centralizcd. Once this step was achieved, the piece was

not removed fiom the lathe until the machining was completed. Othenvise, specimen
misalignrnent would occur.

Point 4. Since copper is a soft material. threads on both sides of the piece should be cut

first. before cutting the gaug section. Reversed procedures would.lead to bending of the
gauge section.

Point 5. Surface requirement was met by polishing, using fine gnt paper # 1200 and 6-

microns diamond paste.

3.1.4 Heat treatmeat

As described in Table 3.1, three heat treatment schemes were performed to get three sets
of specimens with a grain size of 2 2 p , 35pm and 100pn, respectively. A tube fumace
(30' inclined) with argon protection atrnosphere was used to perfom the heat treatments

to minimize surface oxidization. Pre-strain was conducted using a tensile testing

machine.

The whole specimens were divided into 3 groups. One group of specimens, which would
not be pre-strained, was heat treated at 866OC for 1 hour to get 100pm-grained
specimens. The other two groups of specimens that would been pre-strained by 30%

plastic elongation were fmt heat treated at 566°C for 2 hours and hace-cooled to

eliminate interna1 stresses, so they could be allowed to be pre-strained by a relatively
large plastic elongation. The plastic pre-strain was conducted on an MSTRON 1337
screw- dnven Tensile Testing machine, which was connected with a personal cornputer,
so testing date could be sarnpled and processed. Afterwards, one of the two groups was
heat treated at 566OC for half an hour to get 22pm-grained specimens; the other group
was heat treated at 566OC for 1 Shr to get 35pm-grained specimens.

3.2 LOW CYCLE FATIGUE TESTING (LCF)

3.2.1 Apparatus

The low cycle fatigue tests were conduced using an MSTRON 1332 servo-hydraulic

testing machine, which was c o ~ e c t e dto an MSTRON 8500 programmable control unit.
This machine has a load ce11 with a full load scale of 10000kg/lOVand a variety of
mounting fixtures to ensure that different shapes and sizes of specimens can be tested. Al1
the testing parameten can be set up through the control unit: mode of testing con be

determined by choosing stress, strain or position control. Values of fiequency,
displacement and wavefonns can be written by means of the waveform control. etc.

An extensometer c o ~ e c t e dto the testing machine was used for the measurement of the

strain amplitudes. This device has a maximum deflection of 1mm and an adjustable
gauge length, which was 18mm for current usage. The extensometer was calibrated up to

0.2mm and set in the programmable control unit to increase the resolution of the straincontrolled testing.

A chart plotter was employed to record the data of the testing. The strain amplitude in

displacement was plotted in the X-direction while the load amplitude was plotted in the
Y-direction within a plotting area of 38cm by 25cm. A range of sensitivity from
0.25mv/crn to Sv/cm was adjusted corresponding to difkrent sign& from the testing.

3.2.2 Testing Procedure

The current testing was performed in symmctric tension-compression at room
temperature. Each set of specimens with the sarne grain size was cyclically deformed for

a variety of total strain amplitudes that range fiom approximately 5 x 1O& to 5x 10'). Al1
specimens were cyclically saturated at a constant plastic strain rate of IO-'until saturation
occurred. Figure 3.3 shows the testing setup. The following steps show how the test was
performed :

Step 1. Amplitude control was set in position mode, so the hydraulic actuator could be
adjusted for loading a specimen. M e r position adjustrnent, the specimen was bolted into
the mounting fixtures of the testing machine and locked into place by threading in a nut

on each shoulder of the specimen. The bolts of the mounting fixture were slightly
tightened by hand to avoid pre-load on the specimen.

Figure 3.3 Testing sctup

Step 2. Amplitude control was tmsferred fiom position mode to load mode. The load set
point was set to zero, so that tightening could be performed without pre-load added on the
specimen.

Step 3. The calibrated extensometer was attached to the gauge section of the specimen
and balanced?so that the programmable control unit registered zero strain. After those.

testing parameters including strain amplitude, fiequency and tnangular wavefom were
set through waveform channel on the INSTRON 8500 control unit. Finally, al1 limits for
position, load and strain were set to ensure a safe and good testing.

Srep 4. Amplitude control was transferred fiom load mode to stniin mode from the
control unit. Sensitivities were selected for both X- and Y- direction on the chart plotter.
according the strain amplitude which would be applied.

3.3 POST-TEST SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXAMINATION

In order to examine the persistent slip bands (PSBs) characteristics as well as other
features, samples for optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy were
prepared using the following procedures:

Firstly, gauge sëctions were separated fiom the tested specimens by an abrasive cutter.

During the cutting, special care was taken to avoid defonning the sarnples in order to

preserw as much as possible the morphology that was created during the LCF testing.

Secondly, dl sectioned specimens were cut longitudinally in the middle section of the
specimens. A spark cutter was utilized for this step to minimize the surface deformation.

Thirdly, the obtained semi-circula1specimens were mounted, ground and polished
following the same procedures described as that in section 3.2. The final step for the
sample preparation was electro-etching.. The etchant used was same as C.D.Liu's which
consisted of 80ml H3P04 and 120ml water. An electric potential of 2.2V was applied
between a stainless steel cathode and the samples, for about 20 seconds. Subsequently the
samples were removed fiom the electrolytic bath and rinsed.

The etched samples were investigated using a IEOL JXA-840 and a PHLILIPS XL30

ESEM TMP scanning electron microscopes. PSB morphology examination was
conducted under the SEMs because of higher depth of focus and higher available
magnification than under an optical microscope. Throughout the examination,
photographs describing the occurrence of the PSBs were taken for typical specimens.

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATlON

This section explains (1) how various fiequencies were used for different applied strain
amplitudes, (2) procedures for evaluating the obtained hysterisis loops to get cyclic
stress- strain curves, and (3) quantitative microscopy of persistent slip bands (PSBs).

3.4.1 Evaluation of the frequencies u s d

The current test was performed under constant strain control with a constant plastic strain
. order to get cyclic stress strain curves, a variety of strain amplitudes wen
rate of 1 0 ~ In

used for each set of specimens. Each strain amplitude applied had a corresponding testing
frequency to maintain strain rate approximately constant. The relationship is described as:

where

f= frequency
Ac = plastic strain amplitude
AE = plastic strain rate (IO-'in this study)

The strain amplitude was given as a percentage, which needed to be interpreted, because
the testing machine could only accept displacement of cycling. The strain amplitude in

displacement is related to the strain amplitude in percentage and the tested gauge length

of the specimen by the following equation:

where Ac. = stfain amplitude in displacement
Ac = Strain amplitude in percentage

L= tested gauge length of the specimen (1 8mm for this study)

3hm2 Eviluation of the obtained hysieresis loops

Cyclic plastic strain is a measurable physical quantity that can be directly related to
fatigue damage. If a metal is cycled to produce plastic deformation of equal arnount in
both tension and compression, the resulting cyclic stress-strain response will produce a
loop similar to Fi y r e 3.4, which is called hysteresis bop. nie mechanical parameters
associated with the hysteresis loop are indicated on the figure [66].

During the current testing, a strain amplitude. ci, was held constant and the dependent
variable were measured. For complete reversed strain-control, the width of the loop was
the total strain range Ac, thus

Furthemore, the height of the loop depicts the total stress range, Aa.This is related to the
saturation stress amplitude, AaJ2, by the following equation:

Also, from the figure it was possible to determine the elastic strain Ah and the plastic

strain

Therefore

Figure 3.4 Schematic representation of steady-state stress-strain hysteresis loop

which after manipulation became

The specimens under a constant strain amplitude control eventually reached a steady
stress, which was called saturation stress, AG,; so the modules of elasticity, E, can be
detennined from the hysteresis loop obtained.

The plastic strain amplitude, A&,& is then related to the saturation stress amplitude,
ACT& and strain amplitude, Aca, by the foliowing equation

3.6.3 Quantitative microscopy of the PSBs

The cyclically saturated bulk materials were examined by the scanning electron
microscopy. Widths of PSBs were measured from a photomicrograph by an equation

where L is the width measured from the photomicrograph and M is the magnification of
the microphotograph.

In a similar way area fractions of PSBs were measured as [17]:

where L is the length of a straight line drawn perpendicular to the PSBs and LPsBis the
portion of the lengtb covering PSBs.

CHAPTER 4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This chapter presents (1) material properties, which consists of matenal purity, pre-test
microstructure and hardness. (2) The results obtained from the low cycle fatigue test,
which includes hysteresis loops, the cyclic stress-strain curve for each grain size and

observation of persistent slip bands. (3) Finally, al1 the C.S.S curves and corresponding
microstructures were compared.

4.1 MATERIAL PROPERTIES

4.1.1 Material Purity

The chernical composition determination was conducted on a JEOL JXA-840, which is

equipped with an Energy Dispersion Spectrometry (EDS)system.

According to the EDS examination, it could be seen that the current material is 99.94%
pwity copper. Other elements include aluminum and silicon, which only occupy 0.06%
dtogether. Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1 show the weight percentage of the EDS analysis and
the quantification of the EDS spectnun, respectively. The copper peaks in Figure 4.1 are

caused by the background matrix of copper.

Perccntage
(weig ht)

COPPER
ALUMINUM
SiLICON

Table 4.1 Chernical analysis of commercial copper

Figure 4.1 EDS analysis of the as-recoived material

4.1.2

P r e - t ~ Microstructures
t

Optical examination of the copper on the etched samples revealed equiaxed grains as
s h o w in Figure 4.2-4.4, which were taken for 22pm, 35pm and 100pm average grain
size, respectively. Al1 the pictures were taken at a magnification of 200x for ease of
cornparison.

Grain size distribution analysis was conducted and the results are provided in Table 4.24.4 for different annealing conditions. From the analysis, it c m be found that the first

annealing condition leads to a microstructure where grains ranging from 13pm to 26pm
occupy 70% of the whole grains, while the second annealing condition causes a
microstnicture where almost 70% is occupied by grains ranging from 25pm to 6 0 p in
size, and the third annealing condition leads to a polycrystals which has 90% of the grains
occupied by 7 5 p to 1 4 0 p grains. Thus fine, medium and large-grained specimens
were provided afler the heat treatments king performed separately.

4.1.3

Rockwell Hardness

Although hardness testing was not critical to this study, it was interesting to establish the
hardness of the material with different heat treatments; so, a Rockwell Hardness Tester
was utilized at F scale.

Four hardness values were obtained for each sample with a certain grain size, and then

Figure 4.2 Polycrystalline copper with an averaged grain size of 22pm

Distributing

G*S(P)
Percentage
(%)

Averaged
G-S

Table 4.2 Grain size distribution for 22pm average-graincd material

Figure 4.3 Polycrystalline copper with an avemged grain size of 35pm

Percentage
(%)

Averagrd

GS

Table 4.3 Grain size distribution for 3Sbm avcrage-grained matcrial

Figure 4.4 Polycrystalline copper with an averaged grain size of 100pm
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Table 4.4 Grain aize diatribution for lOOlm average-grained material

they were averaged to get a hardness value for that sample. The resulting measurement is
present in Table 4.5, where the harâness values show a typical grain size effect, narnely a
highly hardness value for a smaller grain size.

4.2 HYTERISIS LOOP

From the test and corresponding cyclic stress-strain response, it was observed that al1 the
specimens displayed only cyclic hardening until saturation occurred, which is consistent
with earlier studies by othen [18,64]. The cyclic hardening observed in the present study
is in contrast to reported testing results of copper single crystal [8], where pronounced
softening before saturation was first observed [40] and where this sofiening increases
with increasing resolved shear strain.

Figure 4.5 shows a typical stress-strain hysteresis loop for a specimen with 35um grain
size tested under a constant strain amplitude of 3.6~
10". It was noticed that strain

hardening was most pronounced in the early stage of cycling, and it was decreasing with
increasing number of cycling until getting saturated.

The shape of hysteresis loops in saturation depended significantly on applied plastic
strain amplitude. With increase of stnUn amplitude, the hysteresis loop was getting more
rectangular than pointed in shape, which is in agreement with studies by Pedersen [24].

G.S (p) Averaged

Hardness

Table 4.5 Rock-well bardness for different grain sizes

Figure 4.5 A Typical stress-strain hysteresis loop obtained for the present study

43CYCLIC STRESS S T R A I N CURVES AND CORRESPONDING
MICROSTRUCTURES

The cyclic stress-strain curves were obtained by plotting al1 obtained saturation stresses
amplinides, AaJ2, as a function of the plastic strain amplitudes, At@.

Following

subsections present C .S.S curves and corresponding microstructural observation for each
grain size.

4.3.1 C.S.S Curve for 2 2 ~ - g r a i n e dmaterial and PSB morphology

Low cycle fatigue on 22prn-grained copper polycrystals was performed on 13 specimens
over a plastic strain range from Sx 1 0 . ~to 9 . 3 3 1~ up to saturation. The test conditions
were listed as shown in Table 4.6, where different fiequencies were used for different
strain amplitude to maintain a constant plastic strain rate.

4.3.1.1 The CSS Curve

Cyclic stress strain curve for 22pm-grained copper polycrystal were obtained by plotting

the axial saturation stresses vs the conesponding axial plastic strain amplitudes as shown
in Figure 4.6. The CSS curve reveals no obvious plateau, but it reveals clearly three
regions of cyclic hardening. The first region, which is indicated as region A, appears at

the plastic strain amplitudes below 3 . 2 I~O-'; the second region (region B) extends fiom

Plastic Strain

Saturation
Stress
Wpa)

5 .OOE-6

1 50

Table 4.6 Test conditions and cyclic response of 22p-grained.copper
polycrystals cycleci under constant stnin control, with a low
constant strain rate.

3 . 2 10"
~ to 2 . 3 6 ~1o4 in plastic strain amplitude and the third region (region C) appears
when the plastic strain amplitude is beyond 2 . 3 6 ~1O?

It can be found that in region A and region C, which correspond to low and high plastic

strain respectively, the saturation stress increases markedly with increasing plastic strain
amplitude. In region B,which corresponds to intemediate stnin amplitude, the saturation
stress increases less markedly with the increase of the plastic strain AE& than that for
the other two regions.

4.3.1.2 Microstructure Observation

Microstructure observation was conducted on the tested material to obtain a correlation
between the mechanical properties and conesponding microstructure development.
Figure 4.7 - 4.1 1 show the typical microstructure in fatigued 22pm-grained copper
polycrystal for different regions.

The observation on the samples fatigued at very low Ac& shows no slip bands occumng
throughout the whole region A. The occurrence of persistent slip bands started to be
observed on a sample tested at a plastic strain amplitude of 3 . 2 1~O", which is located at
the lower end of region B. A typical PSB image is s h o w in Figure 4.7, it can be seen
that a PSB occurred at this Ac& is not welltharacterized as a ladder like structure and

very few grains were observed to contain PSBs. However, nucleation of PSBs indicates
the ôeginning of localization of deformation.

PLASTIC STRAIN AMPLITUDE

Figure 4.6 The CSS curve for 22pm-graincd Coppet polycystab

Figure 4.8 and 4.9 were taken for samples tested at AepJ2 of 1.1 x 1o4 and 1 . 8 1~04,
respectively, which are located within region B. Well-characterized PSBs, which show
clear ladder-like rungs, were observed. It was noticed that a PSB starts form a grain
boundary and extends toward the interiot of the grain. Some of the PSBs just end up in
the interior of the grain and most of them end up at the grain boundary of the other side.

Figure 4.10 shows an interesting morphology of PSBs: a pair of PSBs, which are parallel
to each other. This picture was taken for a sample tested at A E ~ of
, / 2~ . 3 6 IO-(,
~ which is
at the upper end of region B. According to the observation at this

it was found

more PSBs formed than that in the lower AE@. However there are only less than 8% of
the grains containing PSBs.

Figure 4.1 1 is a microphotograph for a sample tested at AcplI2of 2.1 x 1o', which is in the
middle of region C. The image shows the occurrence of secondary slip bands. Based on
the investigation over the samples in the region C, it was found that there was no clear
increase of PSBs in amount. However, the occurrence of second slip bands was
pronounced, which led to more rapid increase in saturation stress than that in region B.

Figure 4.7 Nucleation of PSB in 22~-grainedsample tested at a plastic strain of
3 . 2 ~ 1 ~ ~

Figure 4. Well-eharreterizd PSB in 2 2 p - y i a e d aample testhi at a plastic strrin

of 1 . 1 ~ 1 0 ~

Figure 4.9 Ladder like PSB structure in 22pm-gnined sample tested at a plastic
strain of 1 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~

Figure 4.10 A pair of paralkl PSB structure in 22p-grained sampk tested at a

plastic strain of 2 . 3 6 ~ 1 0 ~

Figure 4.11 Secondary süp bands (SSBs) in 22pm-grained sample tested at a plastic
strain of 2.1 x loJ

4.3.2 C.S.S Curve for 35um-gnined material and PSB morphology

Similarly to the test for the 22pm-grained copper, 12 specimens with a grain size of

35um were cyclically defonned under constant total strain amplitude control with a low
plastic strain rate of 104,0ver a plastic strain range From 5.1 x 10" to 8x 1

The test

conditions are list in Table 4.7, where the values of the AE,,~/Zand A 4 2 were evaluated
from the obtained steady hysteresis loops.

4.3.2.1 The CSS Curve

The cyclic stress'strain curve for 35~-grainedsamples were obtained by plotting the

Aep1/2values as a function of the AoJ2 values in a semi-log paper as s h o w in Figure
4.12. It cm be seen that the CS$ curve shows distinct three regions ofcyclic hardening.
A quasi-plateau, where the saturation stress, AaJ2, increases slowly with increasing

plastic strain arnplitude, AcPi/2,extends fiom 2 . 6 10"
~ to 6 . 810'
~. While in region A and
region C, which correspond low A E , ~ / ~and high AE& amplitude, the saturation stress
increases significantly with increasing plastic strain amplitude.

4.3.2.2 Microstructure Observation

In order to explore the c o ~ e c t i o nbetween the obtained cyclic stress-strain response with
correspondhg microstructures, a SEM was used for searching the evidence. Figure 4.13 -

4.18 provide several typical PSB morphology in the tcsted 3 5 ~ - g r a i n e dcopper

polycrystals at different

amplitudes.

The images shown in Figure 4.13 and 4.14 were taken for a sample tested at

loa5and 2x IO", respectively, which is situated at lower end of the
amplitude of 2.6~
quasi-plateau. It can be seen from Figure 4.13: a pair of parallel PSBs is emerging from
the surrounding matrix; the PSBs were initiated at the grain boundary and extending
toward the interior of the grain. According to the investigation at this Aspi/2amplitude, it

can be asserted that very few grains contained PSBs.The occurrence of PSBs just started
at this point.

Figure 4.1 5 and 4.16 were taken for samples tested at plastic strain amplitudes of 5x 10"
and 7x lu5,respectively, which are located within region B. The PSBs show clear ladderlike stnicture which started at one side of a grain boundary and ended at the other side of
the boundary. Based on the investigation on the two samples. it can be said that the PSB
population increases with the increasing AG@

amplitude.

Figure 4.17 was taken for a sample tested at A&&

of 6 . 8 104,
~ which is the end of region

B. It can be seen that PSBs in two adjacent grains intersect each other at the grain
boundary, but they run alone in different direction. This phenornenon was also observed

and described by previous investigators (23,241. According to the observation at this
plastic strain amplitude, it was found that the amount of PSBs was more than that in the
sarnple described in Figure 4.16. However, there is only less than 12% of the grains
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Table 4.7 Test conditions and cyclic response of 3Sp-grained copper polycrystals
cycleà under conrtant gtnin control, with a low constant strain rate.
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Figure 4.12 The CSS cuwe for 3Sp-graincd copper polycrystals

1.00E-01

containing PSBs.

SEM observation on the samples tested at high plastic strain amplitudes, which are in
region C, shows that there is no significant increase in PSB population. Formation of

secondary slip bands was observed as shown in Figure 4.18, which corresponds to a
sample tested at a plastic strain amplitude of 1 . 6 4 1v3.
~ The image 'shows a pair of

parallel secondary slip bands. Nonnally, it is impossible to determine a PSB by
distinguishing on which slip plane it occurred for scanning electron microscopy, however
the unique character of ladder-like structure can be an indication of PSBs.

Figure 4.13 The emergence of a pair of parallel PSBs in 3Spm-grained sample tested
at a plaatic strain of 2 x 1 ~ '

Figure 4.14 Ladda likc PSB structure in 35p1n-gminedsample tcsted at a plastic

strain of 2.6%lus

Figure 4.15 Ladder like PSB structure in 3Spm-grained simple tested at a plastic
striin of ~ x l l '

Figure 4.17 Intersection o f PSBs in hvo adjacent grains in 3Spm-grained sample
tested at a plastic stnin of 6 . 8 la4
~

Figure 4.18 A pair of parallel seconday slip bands in 3Sp-gniaeâ ~ m p l tested
e
at a plagtic strain of i . 6 4 x l e

r---
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Table 4.8 Test conditions and cyclic responie of lûûpm-graineà copper polycrystals

cycled under confitant strain control, with a low condart rtrain rate.
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Figure 4.19 The CSS curve for 100pm-grained copper polycystals

1.OOE-O1

which is near to the lower end of the quasi-plateau, as shown in Figure 4.20. It c m be

seen that the pictue shows a pair of PSBs, which were fonned by breakdown of the
surrounding matrix. Observation was furthet perforrned on higher A ~ ~amplitude
~ l 2
alone
the quasi-plateau region and it was found that PSB population increases with the

increasing plastic strain amplitude and more than 30% grains contain ladder-like PSBs at
the end of the quasi-plateau. It was observed h a t the formation of PSBs is much more

pronounced in this coarse-grained polycrystals, comparing with that for 22prn- and
35km-grained copper, where most of the grains contain one single or one pair of parallel

PSBs.It was found that some grains were very favorable for very high localization of
deformation and they contained high volume fraction of PSBs,some grains even were
totally filled with PSBs as shown in Figure 4.21, which was taken for a sample tested at a
d~,l12 amplitude of 7.1x 1O? According to the investigation on the quasi-plateau region.

SEM investigation on the samples in region C shows no significant increase of PSBs.
However, evidence of second slip band was obtained. Figure 4.22 and 4.23 were taken
~ Figure 4.22 shows
for an etched sarnpie corresponding to a Acpi12 amplitude of 4 . 2 2 10~'.

a secondary slips band at the grain boundary. Occasionally, intersection of secondary slip
bands with PSBs was observed as shown in Figure 4.23.

Figure 4.20 A pair of paraliel

PSBs in 100p-graincd sample tested

at a plastie strain of 2.2~10"

Figure 4.21 A grain fully lilleâ with PSBs in 100)im-graiaeà sample tateci
at a plartic strain of 7.îx10"

Figure 4.22 A seconday slip band in 100pm-grained sample tested

at a plastic stnin of 4 . 2 2 ~ 1 ~ '

Figure 4.23 Intersection of seconday slip bands witb PSBa in lûû)llll-grincd

sample tested at a plastic atmin of 4.22x1e

4.4 COMPARISON OF CYCLIC BEHAVIOR OF COPPER

POLYCRYSTALS WITH DIFFERENT GRAIN SIZE

4.4.1 The CSS Cumes

The cyclic strain-stress curves for grain sizes of 2 2 p , 35pm and 100pm are compared
as shown in Figure 4.24. In addition, the results by Liu and Bassim, whose study was

conducted on 42pm- grained copper under the s m e testing conditions as the present test,
are also provided for cornparison.

It can be seen that al1 CSS curves exhibit three regions of cyclic hardening and a quasiplateau mgion for each of the curves. However, a grain size effect on the curves was also
noticed: 1) except at very low plastic strain range, a smaller-grained polycrystals clearly
exhibits a higher saturation stress than that for a coarser-grained polycrystalline copper,

2) a finer-grained copper exhibits a steeper quasi-plateau than a coarser-grained copper 3)
the quasi-plateau region for a finer-grained copper starts earlier and ends latter,
comparing with that for a coarser-grained polycrystals.

The quantitative description of above-mentioned aspects is provided in Table 4.9. The
extension of a quasi-plateau region is given in t e n s of plastic strain amplitude for the
onset to the end of the region. A fatigue limit is defined as a saturation stress and the
corresponding plastic strain amplitude below which a PSB is absent; because no PSB

fomed just below the onset of a quasi-plateau, the onset of the region is given for this

20
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Figure 4.24 Cornparison of the CSS curves fmm the present and Liu's study 1231
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Table 4.9 Aspects o f differences of the CSS cuwes for different grain size

factor. The effective orientation factor M is given as the ratio between a fatigue limit for
polycrystalline copper and that for the single crystal(28MPa) [8], it is found that a M is
larger for a smaller-grained copper polycrystals than that for a coarser-grained copper.
The unit of the slope of a quasi-plateau is defined as change of saturation stress per order
of plastic strain magnitude. The data provided shows that the slope of a quasi-plateau is
steeper for a finer-grained polycrystal than that for a coarser one.

4.4.2 Cornparison of the Microstructures

The present SEM investigation shows that 1) in region A, there are no PSBs or secondary
slip bands observed. 2) in region B, PSBs start to form at the lower ends of the quasi.
the
plateaus. In genenl, the PSB population increases with the applied A E , , ~ / ~However,

increase in the population for smaller -grained copper is not as fast as that for a coarsergrained copper. At a end of a quasi-plateau, less than 8% grains contain PSBs in 221mgrained material, around 12% grains contain PSBs in 3Spm-grained copper, while for
100pn-grained polycrystals, more than 30% grains contain PSBs. Another important
information, which was obtained from the SEM investigation and should be mentioned, is
that the PSBs in fine grain copper distribute more randomly comparing with that in
100um-grain copper. Most of the grain containing PSBs was N l y filled with them, while
in 22p-grain copper most of them contain oniy one or N o clusters of PSBs.

CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION

The results described in the previous chapter show clearly the grain size effect. This
chapter provides a discussion to correlate the mechanical response with the
microstructural observation.

5.1 GRAIN SIZE EFFECT ON CS$ RESPONSE

As mentioned in the literature review, a tnie plateau in CSS response of copper single

crystal is well established, but studies on polycrystalline copper show a significant
scatter. A controversy over whether or not there exists a plateau has been argued for
many years.

The present studies on different-grained polycrystalline copper reveal three regions of
cyclic hardening. In region A and region C, which correspond to low and high plastic
strain region respectively, saturation stress increases markedly with increasing plastic
strain. In region B, which corresponds to intermediate plastic strain region, a quasiplateau is observed. The occurrence of quasi-plateau region in CSS c w e of
polycrystalline copper was reported in the literature 118, 19,23,32]. Liu [23,32] claimed
a quasi-plateau region in the CSS curve of 42~-grainedcopper. The result obtained

through his study is comparable with the c w n t l y obtained CSS curves, which must be
due to the same testing conditions.

Mugrabi [19] does not claim a quasi-plateau in his investigation on 2Sp-grained copper.
However, it can be seen fiom the CSS cuve obtained from his study that within the
plastic strain below lu2,which is the range the current tested being conducted, shows
three regions of cyclic hardening instead of four regions; and a clear quasi-plateau exist

in the intermediate region II.

A recent study by Mayer and Laird [38] shows that testing Frequency significantly

influences the cyclic behavior of copper ploycrystals. They found that low cyclic
fiequency stimulates PSB transformation from loop patches. In other word, low cyclic
frequency promotes localization of deformation. Since it is well-known that the formation
of PSB influences cyclic response by reducing the slope of cyclic hardening and both
present study and above mentioned studies were perfomed under low frequency, thus it
is not surprising that a quasi-plateau exists, in other word, the studks are mutually
supported*Moreover, those studies, which result in a tnie plateau [8,17] were also usinp
low testing frequencies.

Reviewing the CSS curves of copper polycrystals published in the literature, the test
conditions can be classified into two broad categories of low constant strain rate (4o'~/s)
and high constant frequency (> 1OHz). The plateau-like behavior was more pronounced

when the test was performed under low strain rate, while the CSS curves of p l ycrystals
tested at constant hi& frequency show less plateau behavior or even no plateau behavior
[26-28,33,37].

.

Grain size effect on cyclic response was conducted on 22pm-,3 5 ~ and
- 100p-grained
copper polycrystals in the present study. As can be seen fiom Fig. 4.9: a fine-grained
copper clearly exhibits a higher A042 than a coarse-grained copper except at very low

L\cpiI2.The extension of quasi-plateau reveals grain size effect as well: the coarser the
grain size, the longer the extension of the plateau. In addition, the quasi-plateau region

shows a different dope for a different grain size.

It is well known that the effects of grain size on rnonotonic deformation are described

througb models such as the Hall-Petch relation. This effect is due to the influence of grain
size on the limiting slip length, dislocation density and dislocation pile-ups [70,711. In
general, it is indicated that flow stress is proportional to the square root of dislocation
density and that dislocation density is inversely proportional to slip length. At low strain
the dislocation slip length approaches the dimension of the grain. Therefore, as grain size
decreases, the flow stress increases. As was demonstrated for copper in this study,
persistent slip bands nucleated in the grain boundary and extended toward the opposite
side of GB, most of them reached the other side of the GB. So it is reasonable that a
small-grained copper reveals higher A0J2 value. At higher A E , , ~ /where
~,
dislocation
structures such as cells form, the slip length approaches the cell dimension. If the effect
of GS has little influence on ceIl diameter, the effect of GS on flow stress is negligible. It
has been reported that the GS effect in monotonically deforrned copper diminishes or

even reverse at high strains [70].

Several investigators [24,27,68,69] reported typical effect of grain size on cyclic
response of copper polycrystals. It is known that the relatively open vein structure is
formed at low AsPi/2,so slip length may be a function of grain diameter, which means
grain size may be expected to influence saturation behavior. However, at very high Ac&
amplitude a well-defined ce11 structures forms. Since grain size does not show the

influence on cc11 size, p i n size would not bc expectcd to influence saturation behavior
at very high amplitude. This behavior in cyclically deformed copper was reported by
Johnston and Feltner [71]. The results of the present study generally reflect the typical
behavior, namely, higher AoJ2 for smaller grain size. However, at very low A&@, grain
size effect on AaJ2 is not well defined. This may be attributed to the mechanical error or
other explanations, which are leA open for future study. It should be mentioned that the
present LCF was not performed up to very hi& A ~ ~amplitude,
~ l 2
where cell structure is
well developed. However, it can be clearly seen that the ends of the CSS curves are
approaching each other which gives a hint that they might intercept at higher At@,
where cell structure is well developed.

As demonstrated in Fig. 4.9 and Table 4.10, the extension of the quasi-plateaus shows
grain size effect, where the quasi-plateau started earlier and ended latter for a coarser
grain size comparing with that for finer grain size. As will be described in next
subsection, the onset of a quasi-plateau indicates the formation of PSBs by breaking
down vein structure, and the end of a quasi-plateau indicates the saturation of PSB
formation, and secondary slip band starts to occur as a consequence of M e r application
of AEPII2.

To analyze the obtained results, a realistic model of polycrystailine behavior in cyclic
deformation has k e n attempted. Here, a qualitative model of the behavior of
polycrystalline material is presented for which the results obtained for the present study
can be used as a test. The description of the grain, which is considered to be the grain

modeling approach, was proposed initially by Hirth [72]. In his study, a single deforming
grain was proposed to be composed of one hard region near the pain boundary and a soft

region corresponding to the intenor of the grain, as s h o w schematically in Fig. 5.1. The
hard region is caused by multiple slip produced by plastic incompatibilities fiom adjacent
grains and thus, it enhances homogenization of deformation until the whole grain

becomes hard. The soft region has a single slip character at low and intermediate strain
amplitudes, so it is associated with localiuition of deformation by foming PSBs in cyclic
deformation.

Bassim and Liu [64], based on their TEM study on cyclic saturated polycrystalline coppr

with 42um grain size, concluded 1) in region A, cylindrical loop patch structure which
was observed in single crystals and coarse-grained polycrystals was also fonned in 4 2 m -

grained copper, moreover, the irregular loop patch and cellular loop patch, which were
rarely reported to occur in the coarse-grained copper and single crystals, were observed in
region A for 42um-grained copper. 2) In region B for 4 2 p grain size, the dislocation
structure forme; veins, PSBs structure were also present in this region, but with much
lower fraction than that found in the coarse grain size and copper single crystals reported
in the litetam.

Figure 5.1 Schematic represeatation of a grain, from Ref. 172)

Both of the above mentioned studies indicate that the smaller the grain size, the more
pronounced multiple slip behavior, which leads to more homogeneous defomation. The
presently obtained results can be explained exactly in the sarne way. Since a coarse grain
can be intimately correlated to a bigger volume fraction of soft region oriented for single
slip at which PSBs are more promoted to form than that for a smaller grain. On the other
hand, a small grain has larger volume fraction of hard region oriented for multiple slip.

which promote more homogenous deformation and constraint effect is more significant
because of compatibility requirement, and thus the applied deformation can be distnbuted
arnong the whole grains more effectively. Therefore, formation of PSB,which indicates
the start of the quasi-plateau, might need larger A E , ~ /and
~ Aa J2 to be applied for a small
grained pol ycrystals.

For coarse-grained polycrystals, constraint effect from the adjacent grains is less
significant because the volume fraction of the hard region is small compared with that for

a smaller grain. It is more favorable for localization of deformation than for homogeneity
of defomation. For a small grain the effect is opposite: compatibility requirement is more
pronounced, the localization of deformation could be suppressed easily because of
significant constraint effect caused by higher density of grain boundaries, which
promotes multiple slip behavior.

5.2 GRAIN SIZE EFFECT ON PSB FORMATION

As dernonstrated in chapter 4, PSBs fonned during the cyclic deformation. Al1 the PSBs
on the polycrystalline copper show short and straight thin lines, which were broken down
from the surrounding rnatrix. They nucleated at a grain boundary without directly
crossing it. Occasionally, it may be observed that PSBs in two adjacent grains intersect
each other and run dong a different direction. These common features, which were also

observed by Liu [23,64], indicate that grain boundaries play an important rote on the
formation of PSBs.

5.2.1 PSBs in Fine-Grained Copper Polycrystals

The investigation on srnaller-grained polycrystals ( 2 2 and
~ 3 5 ~ shows
)
that PSB
population increases with increasing AcPi/2 amplitude along the quasi-plateau region.
However, even at the ends of the quasi-plateau regions there are only less than 10%
grains containing this ladder-like structure. The PSBs formed in small-grained
polycrystals are randomly distributed in the bulk of the polycrystals. The results obtained

from the presentstudy support Bassim and Liu's investigation on 42pm-grained copper
[23,64].

Liu and Bassim [23] concluded, based on their study, that PSBs is not the goveming
microstnicnue in fine-grained copper polycrystals. Since only few grains can just orient
with the primary slip system, which are favorable to build up the ladder-like PSBs,the

major contribution to the saturation stress is fiom the defunnation of the bulk matrix.

When the vrin structure of the matrix breaks down and foms PSBs in some grains, it

reduces the stress sustained by these grains. However, the decrease of the stress on the
grains leads to the redistribution of stresses among al1 grains and results in a stress rise in
the neighboring grains. Therefore, due to the high constniint of small grain size,
localization of deformation is not easy to observe and the matrix receives most of applied

A@2.

Liu asserted that the description in term of a two phase model, which regard the PSB
structure as the sofl phase detennining the saturation stress on the bulk of material [54], is
not applicable in polycrystals. He made an assumption that the PSBs can be considered to

mix up with the macrix in the manner of a composite, the saturation stress on the bulk of a
polycrystals may be assumed as obeying a mixture law. He proposed a model according
to the assumption:

where AaJ2 = axial saturation stress in polycrystals

M = effective orientation factor
f,,,= volume fraction of matrix structure
fPse = volume fraction of PSB structure
t,,, = shear stress

in matrix structure

tpss = shear stress in PSB structure

The currently obtained CSS curves of 2 2 ~ and
- 35pgrained copper, which can
treated as fine-grained materials, show quasi-plateau regions. The microstructure
observation shows that amount of PSBs is very small even at the upper end of the quasiplateaus, so the saturation stress is mainly contributed by a combination of matrix
structure and PSB structure.

Moreover, the quasi-plateau region for 22pm-grained copper is steeper than that for
35pm-grained copper. This can be explained by the above-mentio~edcomposite mode1 in
terms of volume fraction of PSBs, which is bigger for 35pm-grained copper than that for
22pm-grained material.

5.2.2 PSBs ia Coane-Grained Polycrystals

A very flat quasi-plateau was observed in the CSS curve of 1OOpn-grained copper. The

SEM observation shows PSB population increases linearly with applying Ac& along the
quasi-plateau, and up to approximately 30% grains contain this ladder-like PSBs at the
end of the quasi-plateau. Moreover, some of them are almost full-filled with PSB
structure.

A tnie plateau behavior is well-known to be observed in CSS c w e for copper single

crystal[8]. The onset of the plateau is rnarked by the formation of PSBs;the PSB density
increases linearly as the strain amplitude increases, and at the end of the plateau the entire
crystal was occupied by PSBs.It was found the flow stress of the cycled crystal depended

on the stress sustained by the PSBs, which means that PSBs are responsible and dominant
for the plateau behavior. Based on the investigation, a model describing the cyclic
behavior of copper single crystal was proposed, which is called two-phase model [8, 161:

where f Pse is the volume fraction of the PSBs, eb is the local plastic shear strain
amplitude in the ladder structure, e, is the local plastic shear strain amplitude in the
matrix structure,.Aypi/2 is the plastic shear strain amplitude applied.

The structure and properties of the two phases are found generally to be independent of
the platic shear strain amplitude. The law of mixtures shows the linear relationship
between f Pseand Aypi/2 found for the single crystals. It aiso explains the constant
saturation stress in the plateau between the value et, and e, of Ayypi/2.
For single crystals,
the two-phase model explains the plateau: the zpse in the plateau isthe flow stress of the
unconstrained wall structure at its local plastic strain.

True plateau behavior of polycrystalline copper was also reported by several investigators
[14, 15, 17,20,22,25]. Pedersen et al. [17], who got a plateau region in the study on
1Som-grained polycrystals, found that more than 60% grains contained PSBs at plastic

strain amplitude near to the upper end of the plateau. They suggested that the dislocation
microstructure in coarse-grained polycrystals was qualitatively siniilar to that in single
crystals. The PSB pattern shows a similu tendency for individual grains to avoid PSB on

more than one slip system, which indicates the plastic strain is carried mainly by PSBs
with single slip.

The explanation of occurrence of plateau region was given by Wang [73], who studied
copper bicrystal. Based on TEM investigation, he found that the grain boundary acted as
an obstacle to the motion of dislocations and at the end of the plateau region. a secondary

slip system was activated. However, the population of the PSBs increases linearly and
rapidly along the plateau. Actually, the phenomenon that activation of secondary slip
systems at the end of the plateau was also observed in single crystal studied by Mugrabi
[8]. Therefore, we can safely state that as long as the PSBs is predominant. the

occurrence of a plateau should be possible in the CSS curve.

The present sîudy on 100pm-grainedcopper shows a very horizontal quasi-plateau,
where the An42 increase very slow with increasing Acp& comparing to that for 22pmand 35pm-grained materials. The composite model is reasonable for explaining the

behavior of cunent fine grain copper, where combination of matrix structure and PSBs
control the saturation stress. However, for coarse-grained copper, the contribution of
PSBs to the saturation stress is larger, and they play a more important role in cyclic
response.

Since the composite model explains the quasi-plateau behavior, while the two-phase

mode1 explains the plateau behavior in tems of PSB formation, we cm safely state,
based on the present study, that the composite model is reasonable for e~plainingCSS

behavior of pol ycrystalline material. However, when the grain size gets significantly
larger, the mechanism of fatigue would be in the way of approaching the two-phase

model, especially for extremely large grain size. This is supported by Kuokula's study
[20], where copper polycrystals with a grain size of 2mm was used.

5.3 Grain Size Effect on Fatigue Limit

The role of PSB on the initiation of fatigue cracks in metals. especially in the low
amplitude region, has long been recognized [52,66]. Th existence of threshold amplitude
below which no PSBs were formed provides an indication of fatigue limit. Based on the
present study as well as previous studies in the literature, a sign of slope reduction in
CSSC reflects the occurrence of PSBs. Therefore, determination of a fatigue limit value
is straightforward.

In the present study, cyclic response for different grain size reveals different fatigue
limits, which are 61Mpa, 75Mpa or 81Mpa for 100pm-, 3 5pm- or 22pm-grained copper,
respectively. It is established that the fatigue limit in single crystals is at a threshold value
of 28Mpa, which corresponds to the beginning of the plateau, where PSBs start to form.

To correlate the fatigue lirnit for polycrystals to that for a single crystal, an average
orientation factor was obtained, which is 2.18 for 100pm-grained copper, 2.64 for 3 S p
grain size and 2.89 for 2 2 p grain size as shown in Table 4.9 in chapter 4.

In the literature. Pedersen [24] reported a Sachs factor of 2.24 as an effective correlation
factor between the fatigue limit for 150p-grained copper and that for single crystal,
which is 28Mpa. This is in conjunction with the fatigue behavior obtained by him,
because Sachs factor assumes that the material is deformed by single slip.

Conventionally, the Sachs factor is considered to be an effective orientation factor for
cyclic defomation of polycrystalline materials since single slip takes the major role at
low plastic strain. However, when grain size is small, the compatibility requirement
pmrnotes multiple slip even at low Aepi/2amplitude.

Liu and Bassim found that even in region A, which corresponds to very low Ac@,
irregular loop patches formed indicating the activation of multiple slip system. A fatigue
limit of 72Mpa is obtained, from which an effective factor of 2.59 was calculated.

Employrnent of Taylor factor (3.06),which assumes that the material is rnainly deformed
by multiple slip, was reported by Wang [32]. The fact that such a high Aas12 was

obtained is due to their unique method of testing: ramp load, which produces a more
uniform dislocation loop structure than conventional testing method. The pre-treated
microstructure promotes a homogenous PSB formation with a higher flow stress.
Therefore, the resuit reptesents an upper bound of fatigue limit.

The convention idea of treating Sachs factor as low bound of conversion, while Taylor
factor as upper bound was broadened by Liu [23] due to the fact that the polycrystalline

copper consists of the grains with arbitrary orientation where the maximum Schmid
factor is 0.5 for [ l , -9.9, -4.451 orientation and minimum Schmid factor is 0.272 for [Il21
orientation. Therefore, the correlation factor c m be obtained by inverting the two extreme
Schmid factors, which are 2 and 3.68, respectively.

The present study shows that the smaller the grain size. the higher the fatigue limit and

effective orientation factor. This is consistent with the premise that a coarse grain is more
likely to be deformed by single slip, whereas multiple slip plays a more important role in
the deformation of fine-grained material.

CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS
The cyclic response and the formation of the PSBs in copper polycrystals of various grain
sizes have been investigated. On the bais of the experimental results, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

1. Al1 the CSS curves of the copper polycrystals with different grain size exhibit three

regions of cyclic hardening, in which a quasi-plateau region occurs where the
saturation stress increases less significantly with increasing plastic strain amplitude

than that for the region A and the region C.

2. In general, a finer-grained copper shows a higher saturation stress. The difference in
saturation stress is primarily caused by higher back stresses in the finer-grained
material. However, this trend is undefined in the very low plastic strain region. A
tendency that the ends of the CSS curves are approaching each other indicates that
grain size might lose its effect at higher plastic strain.

3. The quasi-plateau regions show grain size effect in that: (a) the larger the grain size,
the earlier the begiming and the latter the ending of the quasi-plateau, in tems of
plastic strain and (b) the smaller the grain size, the steeper the quasi-plateau.

4. SEM investigation shows that grain size influences the slip character of the material.

The PSBs occur at lower plastic strain amplitude and the secondary slip bands occur
at higher plastic strain amplitude in a coarser-grained copper.

'

5. The fact that a PSB occurs at higher plastic stain amplitude and saturation stress

indicates a greater fatigue limit for fine-grained copper pl ycrystals.
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